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Pub. Date :2009-09. to discuss the Chinese elements of this proposition. intended to express our
commitment to it. the spirit of Chinese tradition and culture to create the position. intended to
express our understanding and realized that the Chinese man and nature. man and society. man
and self-formed in the value of philosophy and ideas. intended to convey the purport of our Chinese
people s aesthetic. cultural creation and the pursuit of life. Contents: Speech act to deepen the
historical mission of the Chinese heritage of Chinese civilization and cultural elements and
understandings Sanmin Sanmin culture to improve the city to promote its soft power to promote
artistic innovation valued elements of the first Chinese feature definition and connotation of the
Chinese elements. extension elements of the form found on the Chinese China: What is the Chinese
style of thinking about issues related to the Chinese elements of Chinese elements: a combination of
culture and structure of the title elements of the system outside the Chinese Chuan Cheng Jishi
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